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Latest Posts


	My reaction to Stephen Hawking's "Grand Design - The Meaning of the Universe"
	Video Recommendation: "Tower of Babel: Origin of Races with Ken Ham"
	微芯片和通天塔
	Microchipping and the Tower of Babel
	Recommended Video: Brimstone (found at Sodom and Gomorrah)
	Does God Have to Obey a Higher Law?
	神必須遵守一個比祂高的律法嗎？
	Fathers, What Are you Teaching Your Children?








What I've Been Reading Stream


What I've Been Reading Stream

Because you say, “I am rich, and have become wealthy, and have need of nothing,” and you do not know that you are wretched and miserable and poor and blind and naked,  I advise you to buy from Me gold refined by fire so that you may become rich, and white garments so that you may clothe yourself, and that the shame of your nakedness will not be revealed; and eye salve to anoint your eyes so that you may see. (Revelation 3:17-18)

Rescue me, O Lord, from evil men; Preserve me from violent men who devise evil things in their hearts; they continually stir up wars. (Psalms 140:1-2)

“In this world you will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world.” (John 16:33)

“Allow the dead to bury their own dead; but as for you, go and proclaim everywhere the kingdom of God.” (Luke 9:60)

If it's linked in here, I read the entire article, or watched the entire video.

Dosages and Treatments for Coronavirus Infections

Coronavirus IX: What to Avoid–Ibuprofen–And What to Take

----
 Everything below this point will me playing catch up with my reading stream since I paused my blog a few months ago, but at least they will be links I'm still interested in this many months later.
----

* Religious Discrimination
 by Laurence M. Vance

* Should You Get A Flu Shot?

* Stockholm Syndrome
 by Eric Peters

It’s Spreading: Now the British Media Is Pushing Microchipping In The UK [2018]

Thousands Are VOLUNTEERING to Be MICROCHIPPED in Sweden: Can the Rest of the World Be Far Behind? [2018]

Why People Will Happily Line Up to be Microchipped Like Dogs [2017]

* They're Spending Billions To Chip Our Brains [awesome video] 

[“The Lord said, “Behold, they are one people, and they all have the same language. And this is what they began to do, and now nothing which they purpose to do will be impossible for them.” (Genesis 11:6 NASB) 

Thank. You. God. I have had nothing but positive feelings toward that verse for a long time now. 

But it's only today I caught the “And this is what they began to do.” Did you catch that? “Here they are with all this ability and THIS is what they choose to do with it.” So, what was so heinous about building a tower? Is God threatened by skyscrapers? 

Nothing's wrong with towers except that only 4 generations back when they got off the boat, “God blessed Noah and his sons and said to them, 'Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth'” (Genesis 9:1) and in the time that it took Shem's son (born 2 years after the flood) to become a great grandfather,  society was already off to the dogs again and saying, “'... OTHERWISE we will be scattered abroad over the face of the whole earth.” (Genesis 11:4)

God said scatter, and in 4 generations they are saying, don't scatter. 

Yes, I seem to have an obsession with freedom, scattering and the amount of time and number of generations it takes for society to go bad, but ... I got that from the Bible ;)

We ARE a human experiment ... for the humans and the angels I take it, not for God. Is it a coincidence that Bible-influenced societies built on “You shall know the truth and the truth will make you free” are interested in stories like The Matrix and The Maze Runner. 

Backing out of that tangent... 

God pays them a little visit and says, Mm-hm, this is what they're doing with it, let's get them separated up for a few thousand years so they can't destroy themselves completely, at least until they're smart enough to invent Google Translate, and do the Cultural Revolution on steroids. And then... well the end of that story hasn't been written yet. 

(Most of my western readers may not know what the Cultural Revolution was, but maybe you can google it, along with “struggle sessions” and “self-criticism” and read China: Alive In the Bitter Sea by Fox Butterfield and Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China which you can read for free here.) 

Backing out of that tangent... 

I was talking with my friends in the park and I said,  A lot of people think that God is strict, but one day it really sunk in on me that it's really about his protection of the defenseless. 

Update 2020.03.16: I'll never know what the rest of my comment was going to be because it was this point I decided to turn these comments into a post which I eventually posted months later (Microchipping and the Tower of Babel) and somehow this part never got included.]

Neuroscientists have created 'mini brains' from human tissue that can FEEL and even suffer

Champion transgender cyclist accuses Donald Trump Jr. of inciting hate and transphobia against her

Canadian transgender cyclist defends her Masters title for second year

Eastward Ho [comic] 

Regenerative Medicine for Nerve and Neuropathic Pain

Giving birth sharpens the mind years later, study suggests 

Midwives should wait two minutes before clamping umbilical cord to save lives

You Are What You Say You Are

We Must Act Now to Save Julian Assange and the Rule of Law

Jeffrey Epstein Again Disappears From View, but What About Mossad?

Automotive Pre-Emption

How Fluoride (a Toxin) Got in Our Water, and Iodine (a Critical Nutrient) Disappeared From Medical School Textbooks

Hurricanes and Government Coercion

One Offense, Two Trials (State and Federal)

Vitamin C Lowers Mortality in Severe Sepsis
Favorite paragraphs: “In 2017, news emerged about a critical care physician who claimed to have discovered a simple and inexpensive way to treat sepsis using an intravenous (IV) cocktail of vitamin C and thiamine (vitamin B1) in combination with the steroid hydrocortisone.

The precise protocol used was 200 mg of thiamine every 12 hours, 1,500 mg of ascorbic acid every six hours, and 50 mg of hydrocortisone every six hours.” 

Politics and Minimum Wage: Attacking Those Who Can’t Fight Back

Embarrassing Economists

Self-Enforcing Discrimination

Compensating Differences

Elitist Arrogance

How Minimum Wage Increases Went Bad in San Francisco, Oakland, Seattle and Beyond

How to Smash Slick Lefties Who Advocate the Minimum Wage [video] 

British Chief Of Police Warns "Misgendering" People Is A Form Of "Abuse" 

Now trans and gay hate crime will mean SIX months in jail after judges are ordered to crack down with harsher sentences than those that are given for domestic burglaries

Hate-ocracy

Historic Midwest Blizzard Has Farmers “Expecting Massive Crop Losses – As Devastating As We’ve Ever Seen”

Peak Wokeness

Terrorized, Traumatized and Killed: The Police State’s Deadly Toll on America’s Children

Suicide and Murder — Side Effects of Medication

Should we be hung up over 5G mega masts? As hundreds of 65ft mobile towers are set to transform internet speeds, residents in towns such as Totnes are fighting back 

Another Way EVs Will Cost Us

Another Narrative Collapse — Eating Meat is not Ritualistic Suicide

Here’s a believable explanation of those UFO videos released by the Navy

Intolerance in Academia

Controlled Explanations Rule the Western World

Don't Mention White

Children Taken From Parents Who Refuse Vitamin K Shot

Fred Reed vs. the Darwinists How dare he ask questions.

My Gift To Climate Alarmists [video] 

New slam-dunk video exposes global warming fraud in 12 minutes

Victory or Fire: That’s the Plan for Hong Kong

Drug Users Are Ultimately Responsible

Telling the Truth Is a Crime [video] 

Journalists Are Prostitutes

Former Israeli Intel Official Claims Jeffrey Epstein, Ghislaine Maxwell Worked for Israeli Intel

Bill Gate’s Climate Fantasies

Health Benefits of MSM — A Powerful Sulfur Donor

What’s it Going to Be?

The CIA Versus Donald J. Trump

Rearviews in the Rearview

I Spent a Year as a Trans Man

Can Babies Defeat Marx?

* ‘DNA-Based’ Vaccines Are In Our Future: They Will Literally Change Your DNA by Mac Slavo

Multiple Studies Show MMR & Pertussis Vaccine Failure
They’re Not Even Working. Article by Arjun Walia.

WHO Admits Polio Outbreak in the Philippines Caused by Polio Vaccines

Pro-Vaccine Internet Trolls May Be Trained Government Agents
According to Leaked Document. Article by Brian Shilhavy.

How Illinois Schools Teach Preschoolers To Celebrate Transgenderism

Not-So-Smart SummoningEric Peters on the latest dangerous item from Tesla.

Shocking Video Shows Tesla Run Stop Sign And Slam Into Pedestrian In Atlanta Parking Lot

Harvard Medical School Professors Uncover A Hard To Swallow Truth About Vaccines

The Implosion Of Building 7 Remains The Irrefutable “Smoking Gun” Of A 9/11 Inside Job

Following the Greater Depression on eBay

* The Vampire Effect

In An Era Of Mandated Vaccination, Pediatricians Don’t Always Vaccinate Their Own Children According To CDC Guidelines

* MEDICAL HORROR: Genetic Sequencing of Common Vaccine Finds Entire Male Human Genome From Aborted Human Baby…“A complete individual genome” with abnormal, modified genes… 560 genes linked to cancer

* Forced Vaccination

Re: ‘Hundreds’ of young trans people seeking help

'Hundreds' of young trans people seeking help to return to original sex

IDIOCRACY: Universal Studios Orlando Fires Man for Using ‘OK’ Hand Sign

The gender-neutral attack on motherhood

* Facial Recognition for your Car

* Why YOU Don't Want Uncle Sam to Tax the Rich

Boston ‘Straight Pride Parade’ requires 1,000 cops to repel ‘tolerant’ leftist violence

Dems Want Gang Members Exempted From Red Flag Gun Laws

Is this proof depression can be a physical illness? MATTHEW LEEMING says he cured his depression with anti-inflammatory drugs

Will More US Troops in Saudi Arabia Make America Great? Article by Ron Paul.

In Defense of Rural America A transcript of the Lew Rockwell Show with James Howard Kunstler. [Started getting interesting after the 22nd paragraph or so.] 

Negative Interest Rates are the Price We Pay for De-Civilization

Why the State Is a ‘Parasite on Society’ Article by Doug Casey.

Just When I Thought It Couldn't Get Any Worse … A Veteran in a World of Never-Ending Wars and Improvised Explosive Devices

America: A Land Without Truth By Paul Craig Roberts

Labour Backs Abolishing Private Schools

* Same media that once deemed chemtrails a conspiracy theory now openly promotes chemtrailing the entire planet to “end climate change”

* Julian Assange Tortured with Psychotropic Drug According To EX USAF Lieutenant Colonel

* Why Does Chris Hedges Hedge His Bets?

Mason Profitt - Two Hangmen [music video] 

Simon and Garfunkel - The Sounds of Silence [music video] 

Mason Profitt - Were You There [music video] 

Pause A Moment And Think About How Many People AREN’T Whistleblowing

Using Forged Emails, “Progressive” Journalists Smear Their Own for Challenging Syria Groupthink Behind the campaign to silence these three critical, anti-war journalists was the same cast of characters that have become notorious in progressive circles for the viciousness of their attacks against anyone willing to come out against regime change in Syria.

The Importance Of A Resilient Life

US Defends Your Freedom By Using Troops As Saudi Oil Security Guards

A Brief History of My White Privilege

Locked and Loaded on Behalf of Empire First

Questions, Not Answers Surround U.S. Push to War with Iran

Israel Spies and Spies and Spies

The Red Flag Council 

* Ban Plastic Guns On Airplanes?

* Debate Over The Minimum Wage Law

* Is Capitalism Moral? [video]

Walter Williams: Is Capitalism Moral?

* Something Extraordinary in Sacramento Bretigne Shaffer on resistance to forced vaccinations.

Will Trump Take Neocon Bait and Attack Iran Over Saudi Strike? by Ron Paul

We Are All Hostages of 9/11 - After years of reporting on the Global War on Terror, many questions behind the US attacks remain unresolved

Stop Telling Veterans That They Are Heroes

Afghanistan and the CIA Heroin Ratline 
[Is it christian to join the military or CIA or any secret government agency and participate in propping up this kind of stuff? 

Why post these articles? As long as there are people alive who are considering joining the CIA, or any organization like it, then they need to know what they will be helping out. Say nothing, more people will join. 

As long as I continue to hear a couple of my favorite preachers tell people it's OK to join the military, that's how long I have to post these articles. They need to know what they are condoning.]

God says, “Don't lie” and “Don't follow a multitude to do evil.” Don't participate or support in any way (except where God has expressly mandated, i.e. paying taxes), don't join any organization that has to hide its doings in darkness.

A few years ago, a young teenager I had seen grow up from a child joined the military, and I didn't know how to explain to her why I thought that was a bad idea. I also have relatives in the military.

This stream of articles is for all the times I had no voice to explain, and a hope that it might prevent further friends or relatives from walking up to me one day with the news that they too are joining the military or any other organization that loves darkness. 

Be a Bible teacher instead. “For the foolishness of God is wiser than men, and the weakness of God is stronger than men.”  (1 Corinthians 1:25)

“This is the judgment, that the Light has come into the world, and men loved the darkness rather than the Light, for their deeds were evil.  For everyone who does evil hates the Light, and does not come to the Light for fear that his deeds will be exposed.  But he who practices the truth comes to the Light, so that his deeds may be manifested as having been wrought in God.” (John 3:19-21)

'Old girl,' says Mr. Bagnet, 'give him my opinion. You know it. Tell him what it is.'
It is, that he cannot have too little to do with people who are too deep for him, and cannot be too careful of interference with matters he does not understand; that the plain rule, is to do nothing in the dark, to be a party to nothing underhanded or mysterious, and never to put his foot where he cannot see the ground.'
~~~ Bleak House by Charles Dickens

The Secret History of Fort Detrick, the CIA’s Base for Mind Control Experiments [How do you know they are not doing worse now? Without transparency it is impossible to know. So is it christian to stay in the CIA or any other organization that props them up?] 

Edward Snowden Prepares To Release Memoir Saying the US Intelligence Community ‘Hacked the Constitution’ and the 18 years since 9/11 have been a ‘litany of American destruction.’

Infanticide Hearing Witness Says Hospital Created ‘Comfort Room’ Where Aborted Babies Die 

Why is Julian Assange Being Tortured to Death? - By Karen Kwiatkowski

I’m a Feminist Who Was Purged by the Trans Left - Because I don't believe children should be medically malformed and that gender is just a costume and "a feeling."

Nobody Told Me and They Didn’t Tell You Either Bill Sardi on the prostate.

From teeth that rebuild themselves to a flash of light that kills germs, the incredible innovations which may mean no more drilling at the dentist

Magic Dirt Discovered in Ireland

Study Reveals It's Never Too Late to Start Exercising - Joseph Mercola

How the CIA, Mossad, and ‘the Epstein Network’ Are Exploiting Mass Shootings

Why I Don’t Speak of the Fake News of “9/11” Anymore

More Americans Are Questioning the Official 9/11 StoryAs New Evidence Contradicts the Official Narrative. Article by Whitney Webb.

Some of the Many Things Most Americans Have Never Heard About 9/11 Article by Paul Craig Roberts.

* Who Cares What the Government Thinks? By Andrew P. Napolitano (a former judge of the Superior Court of New Jersey) 

Elizabeth Warren’s Insane Proposals

New York Area Fire Commissioners Demand New 9/11 Investigation

On This Day in 2001, Bush Officials Announced That $2.3 Trillion Went Missing at the Pentagon

The Bill of Rights Turns 230, and What Do We Have to Show for It? Nothing Good

Why Can’t I Have This?

Academic Stupidity and Brainwashing

Trump Thumping Bolton is a Good Start

Pompeo’s Constant, Shameless Lying About Iran

When Americans Fell for the 9/11 Deception They Lost Their Country

* In Defense of Price Gouging by Lawrence M. Vance

9/11 After 18 Years

9/11 Truth: Why Do Good People Become Silent About the Documented Facts that Disprove the Official 9/11 Narrative

From mind control to murder? How a deadly fall revealed the CIA’s darkest secrets
[Is it christian to prop this up by joining the CIA or joining the military?]  

What Polio Vaccine Injury Looks Like, Decades Later

The Official Story of the Collapse of WTC Building 7 Lies in Ruins

** The Libertarian Difference

* The Temptation of Tyranny

* A Second Look at Vaccination – Answers that Cannot be Questioned

* My Feelings About the Vaccine Debate

* Prominent Yale Professor Explains How Darwin’s Theory of Evolution Doesn’t Match The Science

“White Guilt” and Christianity

* Rethinking the Goals of Public Education

* Did CBD shrink this woman's ovarian cancer? Chemo-resistant tumors virtually 'disappeared' after surgery and unproven cannabis treatment 

* Cycling vs. Driving and the Death of Car Culture

* Is the U.S. Government the Enemy of the People? America’s Lost Liberties, Post-9/11

SIR ROGER SCRUTON battled the Thought Police behind the Iron Curtain as a young man. Now he says they've come for him in Britain after he was wrongly accused of making racist slurs 

Beware The Vengeance Of The Afghans

A Nonemergency of His Own Making

The American Gulag: Brick by Brick, Our Prison Walls Get More Oppressive by the Day

Are Anti-Vaxxers Violent Extremists? Or is this the latest smear tactic?

A nation of gender-fluid, post-op narcissists

The Myth of Ecocide - So many lies are being told about the Amazon fires.

Perplexing Health Problems May Be Resolved With Acid Pills

* Tulsi’s Fight Against Big Tech

Conquering the Earth - It never succeeds, thank goodness

Who Are The Real Extremists?

Authoritarian Busybodies

* Get Rid of Discrimination Laws

America’s Criminal New Sanctions Against Venezuela Are a Consequence of Its Failed Regime-Change Strategy

Delingpole: The Amazon Fires Scare Is #FakeNews

Marijuana Reprobate

U.S. Sanctions are Meant to Cause Deliberate Human Suffering

* Punishing the World With Sanctions

* Criminal Embargoes: Venezuela and Iran in the Crosshairs of Murderers Inc – Who Is Next?

*The Censorship of Alternative Media Is Virtual Book Burning

Koch and Soros Unite To Censor The Internet

Are Supplements Worth Taking?

The Irresponsibility of Small Nations

The Disaster of Negative Interest Policy

Why The New York Times is Unreformable and Must Die

More Spying and Lying - By Andrew P. Napolitano

American Apocalypse: The Government’s Plot to Destabilize the Nation Is Working

[I don't agree with the last sentence of that article. If anything it should read something like “Let the one foot in another country begin.” Did the early Christians join a revolution? No, they scattered, taking the gospel with them. (Acts 8:4)

Want scattering not to be such a hardship? Take baby steps before you have to. Are you retired? Even better. Research how you can volunteer to help teach Bible classes, taking students through a Bible course for instance, in other mission fields around the world for a few months at a time. Enlarge your comfort zone. It'll help stave off dementia. And you might even find that your retirement check goes further in another country. 

Want to brush up on your Bible knowledge? Check out https://thebible.net/video/ and WVBS. Even more ambitious? Go to Bible school. That'll really sharpen your brain.

Revolution just gives the government a chance to try out its most horrifying weapons. Keeping enough of your savings out of the country and feeling free to move to wherever freedom is, lets you vote with your feet.]

Over and over again, the military has conducted dangerous biowarfare experiments on Americans

The 24 ways we're tracked on a regular basis reveal something disturbing about the future

US government is now the biggest buyer of malware, Reuters reports

Could CANNABIS be the Key to Curing Pancreatic Cancer? Tumors disappeared in 70% of mice treated with a pot compound, Harvard study reveals

* Jeffrey Epstein and the Spectacle of Secrecy

Who Protected Epstein for Decades, and Why?

[This article made me think of a related subject: IF the CIA knew about this for decades and did nothing about it, to say nothing of using it, is it Christian to join the CIA? 

Frankly, is it Christian to join ANY agency that has dark sections where you are never allowed to know what is going on, so as to decide whether or not you should participate in their deeds.

If you knew and still joined them, God will hold you accountable.

If you could know but choose not to, and join them, God will hold you accountable.

If you say, “I'm willing to know, but they will never tell me” and join them, when they already have a terrible track record of declassified documents on public record, God will still hold you accountable.] 

* Neurologist exposes ‘brain death’ myth behind multi-billion-dollar organ transplant industry

China Is Getting Ready to Crush Hong Kong

* Those Who Seek To Rule

“Those who learn don’t seek to rule. Those who seek to rule don’t learn.” Read more... 

“In mid-2017, the US decided to impose sanctions against Russia, and, of course, the US has every right to diminish its trade with Russia if it sees fit.

But for the sanctions to work, Europe would have to endorse and enforce the sanctions as well, so the US government announced to the EU that its countries would be expected to fully participate in the sanctions....” Read more... 

The Consequences of the Intended

* Turbocharging Hits the Wall

Tulsi Gabbard’s Road to Damascus - There's a good reason the presidential hopeful met with Assad, but the media doesn't want to talk about it.

From her position as a member of the Armed Services Committee, she watched as the al-Qaeda enemy she’d fought in Iraq morphed into ISIS and spread its influence into Syria.

Over the next few years, Gabbard saw how the Obama administration began, in her words, “funneling weapons and money through Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Qatar and others who provide direct and indirect support to groups like ISIS and al-Qaeda” in an effort to overthrow the Assad regime. “If you or I gave money, weapons or support to al-Qaeda or ISIS,” Gabbard declared via Twitter, “we would be thrown in jail. Why does our gov get a free pass on this?”

For someone who watched her fellow soldiers die fighting al-Qaeda in 2005, the Obama policy of supporting terrorists, whether directly or indirectly, as part of a new regime change war against Syria was a betrayal of that sacrifice.... 

If the U.S. succeeded in overthrowing Assad, Tulsi knew, the very terrorists she’d fought against in Iraq would end up ruling Syria. Meeting with Assad to discuss the prospects of defeating a common enemy was the most meaningful way she could honor the service and sacrifice of her fellow soldiers. Read more...

* Who Inflicts the Most Gun Violence in America? The U.S. Government and Its Police Forces
* The Dangerous Urge To Do Something

“... The Federalists thought the Bill of Rights was superfluous because they argued that no American government would knowingly restrict freedom. The Anti-Federalists thought constitutional restraints were vital to the preservation of personal liberty because no government can be trusted to preserve personal liberty... If the government can impair Second Amendment-protected liberties on the basis of what a person might do, as opposed to what a person actually did do, to show that it is doing something in response to a public clamor, then no liberty in America is safe.

Which liberty will the government infringe upon next?” Read more...

How Important Is Today's Racial Discrimination?

Assange Must Not Also Die in Jail

21st Century Politics

In Wars and Weapons We Trust: America’s Militarized Profession of Faith

The Epstein Mystery

* Epstein & Q-Anon: A Match Made in Cyberspace

American Pravda: How the CIA Invented "Conspiracy Theories"American Pravda: How the CIA Invented "Conspiracy Theories"

Why Not Eliminate Both Departments?

Judge’s ruling throws huge spanner into US extradition proceedings against Assange

The Future Of Better Farming

The Hard Truth

The Nazis Were Marxists

Range Reduction

How Real Mind Control Works

* Doug Casey on the Recent Corruptions of the English Language

How Not to Sell Your Old Car

The Citadels of America’s Elites: Fractured and At Odds with Each Other [Is it christian to be in the military, propping this kind of stuff up?]

Propaganda, Censorship, Power, & Control — Inside the Submissive Void

A good paragraph from this article: “And who can forget the fatuous “integrity initiative” that preceded it, whose lofty ambitions aimed to ‘defend democracy against disinformation’? This is elite code for limiting free speech, already happening at a rate of knots, with the powers that be ‘setting up new perimeters’ online and offline. The prevailing efforts by a range of people to make it a crime to criticise Israel or boycott the country is arguably the most insidious, egregious example. As well, the attempts by the MSM to designate genuine, independent analysis by alternative media as “fake news” is another one.” 

“integrity initiative” link best paragraphs:

“At midday on June 7, 2018 the Spanish cluster "hears" that Pedro Banos, a purported "pro-Kremlin voice" is to be appointed to the key position of National Security Department. Within two hours, the cluster "activates the network" to discredit the appointment. Trusted voices send out dozens of tweets, media editorials appear, the main parties are alerted. By 8pm the same day, Banos, a senior military official with decades of experience has his reputation ruined, and is later denied the appointment.

The entire operation constituted a host of ethical violations: from the undeclared interests of the colluding participants appearing as innocent concerned journalists and academics in the media, to the smearing of a public figure, to foreign meddling in sovereign countries' affairs. This is military intelligence using public tools to deceive the population at large – not just the actions of a Deep State, but a foreign one, closer to what is known in military terms as Black Psyop.... 

Nor is there anything revolutionary in the work that Integrity Initiative does. The Soviet Union cultivated influential sympathetic figures in the West as part of its active measures policy, while the CIA during the decades-long Operation Mockingbird was able to literally place any story it wanted with dozens of the leading US media outlets, under the names of the nation's most esteemed journalists.”

[My point in posting these links? God says, “Don't lie” and “Don't follow a multitude to do evil.” Don't participate or support in any way. Don't join the military. Don't join any of the many organizations that have to hide their doings in darkness. A few years ago a young teenager I had known for years joined the military, and I essentially stood there with my mouth hanging open not knowing how to explain to her why I thought that was a bad idea. I have relatives in the military. This stream of articles is for all the times I had no voice to explain. This stream of articles is a hope that it will prevent further friends or relatives from walking up to me one day with the news that they too are joining the military or one of these lovers of darkness.

Be a Bible teacher instead. “For the foolishness of God is wiser than men, and the weakness of God is stronger than men.”  (1 Corinthians 1:25)

“This is the judgment, that the Light has come into the world, and men loved the darkness rather than the Light, for their deeds were evil.  For everyone who does evil hates the Light, and does not come to the Light for fear that his deeds will be exposed.  But he who practices the truth comes to the Light, so that his deeds may be manifested as having been wrought in God.” (John 3:19-21)]

The CIA and the Media: 50 Facts the World Needs to Know
[This is why I hope no teenager ever comes up and says their dream in life is to join an organization like this. But those things you don't want to happen, do. So I put this article here for for the time when it does.]

Book Review: The Assassination of James Forrestal by David Martin

Newly-Declassified Documents Show that CIA Worked Closely with Owners and Journalists with Many of the Largest Media Outlets

Punishing the Media: the Fantasies of the CIA and William J. Casey

English Translation of Udo Ulfkotte’s “Bought Journalists” Suppressed?

Alleged 9/11 Mastermind Could Blow Saudi Role Wide Open In Lawsuit Testimony

* Basics of Social Justice

* You Know Who Was Into Karl Marx? No, Not AOC. Abraham Lincoln.
[There is a video in addition to this short article, 8:05 - 15:02 particularly good.]

From God or the Sword?

The Pentagon Is Testing Mass Surveillance Balloons Over The Midwest

New York Fire Commissioners Call for New 9/11 Investigation About “Pre-Planted Explosives”

Geoengineering – even in modest amounts – works just like a drug, will kill the planet slowly

Antarctica Use to Have no Ice?

Has the Ice in the Arctic Ever Melted Before?

* TOM UTLEY: As Prince Harry reveals he and Meghan are only planning to have two babies, how Mrs U's great grandma helped save the planet... by having a mere 21 children!

What Anesthesia Reveals To Us About Human Consciousness

* Private Seal v. State Seal

* Doug Casey: Health Care Laws Should Be Abolished

The Doctor Monopoly is Killing American Patients - How the American Medical Association deliberately created a U.S. physician shortage in order to protect jobs and inflate pay.

“The simple explanation is that U.S. doctors operate as a cartel to restrict trade and reduce competition. The American Medical Association (AMA) artificially limits the number of doctors, which drives up salaries for doctors and reduces the availability of care. This has been the story of the AMA since it started, and now it has become deadly.....

Today, there is no market-based system controlling the supply of and demand for doctors. The licensing of doctors is directly controlled by the medical establishment. Public policy has been outsourced to insiders who determine the number of graduates.”

[American medicine is not free as in freedom, so not fair to say socialized healthcare is better compared to "free-market" American healthcare, because it never was free-market, at least since the time of the AMA.]

The Dangers – and Causes – of Unintentional Idling

CNN: Thou Shalt Have No Other Media Before Ours, Chinamen!

* America’s Collapse: #1 in a Series - Paul Craig Roberts

Waiting for the Collapse: A Liberty Renaissance

I liked this one paragraph: “Carabini released his new book Liberty, Dicta, and Force very recently. It is indeed a masterpiece. A truly “red pilling book”, so to speak, it connects the libertarian conscience to our daily acts of volition and voluntarism, and to the workings of the human mind. What the book fundamentally asserts is that it is foolish to have faith in the political process. All politics does is turn us against each other when in our everyday lives, we get along fine. When government is factored into the equation, using force against each other is justified. In our personal lives, we would never justify using force against our neighbors, even if it were for benevolent causes.”

PETER OBORNE: Why I blame the 'warmonger' whispering in Donald Trump's ear

Trump Is Back Under Bolton’s Thumb - Paul Craig Roberts[Is it christian to stay in the military, propping up this kind of stuff?]

Acetaminophen—Not Worth the Risk

* Healthy Triplets All Autistic within Hours of Vaccination [video]

New CNN Assange Smear Piece Is Amazingly Dishonest, Even For CNN

Did the US military cause Lyme disease? Pentagon is urged to investigate whether ticks were developed as 'biological weapons' in the 1950s amid rise in debilitating disease

Free Speech No Longer Exists in US Universities

Who Precisely Are “the Vulnerable”? - Paul Craig Roberts

* Canada’s bizarre trans-waxing controversy

* Facebook bans Saint Augustine quote as ‘hate speech’

* 'If being called a bigot means I stand up for my beliefs, I take it as a badge of honour': Christian doctor who refused to call 'a 6ft bearded man' madam tells why he is determined to fight a landmark legal case

* Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds

* The Muslim Brotherhood as an Auxiliary Force of MI6 and the CIA [What are you doing in the military propping up this kind of stuff?] 

The Death of Privacy: Government Fearmongers to Read Your Mail

Our Free Speech Crisis

* Pause A Moment And Think About How Many People AREN’T Whistleblowing

Boxed in by Neocons and the Media, Will Trump Launch Iran War? - Ron Paul [Is it christian to stay in the military, propping up this kind of stuff?]

Hands off Iran - A war with Tehran would be a catastrophe, most importantly for the people of Iran.

Trump Seeks 'Coalition Of The Willing' Against Iran

Google Buries Mercola in Their Latest Search Engine Update, Part 1 of 2

The Trust Project: Big Media and Silicon Valley’s Weaponized Algorithms Silence Dissent

CBS News Analyst Pushing for Military Strike on Iran Is Paid by Raytheon.

Trump: If it were up to Bolton, we’d be fighting whole world at once [Is it christian to stay in the military, propping up this kind of stuff?]

Trump Explains Why He Called Off Iran Strikes

Ben Shapiro Upset That Trump Didn’t Order the Slaughter Of Hundreds of People For No Reason

Trump Fears the Reality of War - On Iran, the accidental president is accidentally presidential

Washington’s Dr. Strangeloves： Is plunging Russia into darkness really a good idea? [Is it christian to stay in the military propping up this kind of stuff?]

June Madness Strikes Washington. Iranians, Russians and Britons Beware!

Iran Shoots Down Strategic U.S. Drone - Is Ready For War - Puts "Maximum Pressure" On Trump

The War Party Is At It Again

Declassified U.S. Government Documents Claim The West Supported The Creation of ISIS[Is it christian to stay in the military propping up this kind of stuff?]

Doug Casey on False Flags and Pretexts For the Next War

Why Everyone in the U.S. Who Counts Wants Julian Assange Dead

Collateral Murder [video]

Surviving "Collateral Murder": Solder relives infamous WikiLeaks video

The Greatest Generation of Whoremongers - Laurence M. Vance

The Jackboots Are Coming: Mass Arrests, Power Grabs and the Politics of Fear

Manifesto Destiny

David Rockefeller’s Chilling Speech at Bilderberg - LewRockwell

Oberlin College and the Rise of Social Justice Vengeance - Could a bakery’s court win over a liberal arts school be the turn of the tide?

Hack Away! NYT Says US Planted CYBER KILL SWITCH in Russian Power Grid… Media Shrugs

America Last: The Real Meaning of the Donald's Deplorable Aggression Against Iran

Tom Cotton is a maniac

Robert Mueller: A Scary and Mendacious Man

Report: US Planning “Massive” Airstrike On An Iranian Facility

The Generals Won’t Save Us From the Next War - The brass are careerists, never punished for their mistakes, quietly assenting to the latest doomed interventions.

Of Course It Should Be Legal!

Libra: Facebook’s Crypto Trojan Rabbit

Why Truth Matters

Doug Casey: The Deep State Is the Source of Our Economic Problems

Letter of Solidarity

Library Genesis2M

Mental Health Problems—The Sad “New Normal” on College Campuses

Pearl Harbor Unmasked: Robert B. Stinnett's DAY OF DECEIT

The Stories are Beginning to Exceed even the Gullibility of Americans - Paul Craig Roberts

Secrecy and Lies: Chernobyl and the U.S. Government

WSJ Says CIA Chief Wouldn’t Do Anything ‘Inappropriate’—Despite Record of Torture and Coverup

I went to prison for disclosing the CIA’s torture. Gina Haspel helped cover it up.

What Happened at the Thailand 'Black Site' Run by Trump's CIA Pick

U.S. NAVY RESERVE DOCTOR ON GINA HASPEL TORTURE VICTIM: “ONE OF THE MOST SEVERELY TRAUMATIZED INDIVIDUALS I HAVE EVER SEEN”

The U.S. Is Still Violating the Anti-Torture Treaty It Signed 20 Years Ago

CIA Tortured by Questions About Torturing

https://www.truthdig.com/articles/all-americans-have-blood-on-their-hands/

The War Crimes That Don't Get Punished - Ron Paul

America’s Legacy of Regime Change

The Omnipresent Surveillance State: Orwell’s 1984 Is No Longer Fiction

The New Thought Police

Close Ties & Financial Entanglements: The CDC-Guaranteed Vaccine Market

Falling Through The Cracks In Modern Medicine

21 Questions About Sodium Bicarbonate

34 Ways To Stay Healthy That Cost Next To Nothing - Bill Sardi

Prohibition Then and Now - Laurence Vance

The Quality of Mercy - Yvonne Lorenzo on the Torture of Julian Assange.

BBC, Sky News Have Hidden Their Interviews With UN Expert On The Torture Of Assange

Detailed images of a baby heart inside the womb.

Censorship Is the Last Tool of Tyrants

Part II: Cholesterol Lowering Medications and Vaccines Are Safe? Where Are the Safety Studies?

Endless Procedural Abuses Show Julian Assange Case Was Never About Law

UN torture official urges UK not to extradite Julian Assange to the US as he would not receive a fair trial amid claims the WikiLeaks founder has been exposed to “cruel, inhuman or degrading” treatment

Assange Is Reportedly Gravely Ill, And Hardly Anyone’s Talking About It

What Happened to the Freedom of Speech?

The Predictable Fate of Julian Assange: An Assault Against Liberty

Tide of Public Opinion is Turning in Assange’s Favor

Professional Assange Smearers Finally Realize His Fate Is Tied To Theirs

The Government’s Indictment of Julian Assange Poses a Clear and Present Danger to Journalism, the Freedom of the Press, and Freedom of Speech

Chemical Torture - Karen Kwiatkowski on what the US-UK are doing to Julian Assange.

The Assange/Manning Cases Discredit Humanity

Lee Camp: 18 Ways Julian Assange Changed the World

The Missing Step

Free Speech + Video + Sites

Create A Social Network Platform

Against Government Regulation of Internet Speech

Zuckerberg’s Cartel

Tired of YouTube Censorship? Check Out These Alternatives

Request a free Brighteon account
[Interesting how they support their site and let you unlock video hosting.]

How to Bypass the Online Censors

Forget Facebook, They Want to Revoke Your Access to Banking

War and the Paper Standard -- Is there a hidden threat that explains chaotic U.S. foreign policy?

How Liberals Came To Embrace War

Why Do We Live Under a Monopoly?

Where Lyme Disease Came From and Why It Eludes Treatment

Once Upon a Time in America

Why is the US Always 'Stumbling' or 'Sliding' Into War?

Why School Compulsory-Attendance Laws?

Your Bank Might Lock You Out of Your Own Account

The US Army Asked Twitter How Service Has Impacted People. The Answers Were Gut-Wrenching.

War and Young Americans

Iran Is a Danger to No One - Unless the US bullies it into a war. Article by Doug Casey.

Faking It: How the Media Manipulates the World Into War [vid] 

Vitamin C Deficiency Remains Hidden As Major Cause of Heart Attacks - When Medical News Reporters Get It Wrong, And So Do Researchers. Article by Bill Sardi.

Newly released footage shows a terminally ill five-year-old appearing to respond to her mother as her family face a legal battle to take her to Italy to save her life

'An Insult to All Afghans': Kabul Outraged After Trump Floats Plan to Kill Millions, Wipe Afghanistan Off Face of the Earth

400+ 737 MAX pilots sue Boeing over ‘unprecedented cover-up’ that led to crashes & grounding

‘Climate Emergency’: Ireland Set to Ban Private Cars While Planning Mass Third World Migration

What are the 10 Basic Causes of Cancers?

Regenerative Farming: Restoring Soil Health and Saving Americans From Cancer, Chronic Disease

The NHS still isn't warning bowel cancer patients that their chemo can kill them - despite eight months passing since the alarm was raised

Try This DIY Foot Reflexology Before Bed For The Best Sleep Ever

Teenager, 17, suspended from school for insisting there are 'only two genders' reveals he spoke out in protest at 'dangerous views being forced on pupils'

A spiteful raid that will horrify millions: Personal finance editor JEFF PRESTRIDGE on Corbyn's plans to tax homeowners

Medical IDs: Enemy of Privacy, Liberty, and Health - Ron Paul

“Emotional Needs” - Eric Peters

Can Government Punish Twice for the Same Crime?

Catholic mother wins court bid to stop medics performing an abortion on her 22-weeks-pregnant mentally ill daughter

Doctors ask judge to let them carry out an abortion on a mentally-ill woman who is 22 weeks pregnant - even though it is against her religion

Doug Casey on What Happens After the Next War

A USS Liberty’s Hero’s Passing

MSM Mourns Death Of CIA-Backed Syrian Al-Qaeda/ISIS Ally

The Ignored Vitamin Cure For Macular Degeneration

7 Proven Reasons To Eat More Blueberries

New York Times Denies Health Consequences of 5G & Then Blames Russia

Unborn Babies Aren’t Trespassers

Alabama governor signs bill authorizing near total ban on abortions in the state in a bid to challenge Roe v Wade in Trump's conservative Supreme Court

Vaccine Rhetoric vs. Reality—Keeping Vaccination’s Unflattering Track Record Secret

AMA says mature 12-year-olds can consent to vaccination without parents – Taking away the last barrier protecting innocent children from Big Pharma

Digital Cash: Another Dangerous New Idea in Monetary Policy

ESCOBAR: Putin, Xi to Cut US Dollar Out of Eurasian Trade; US Elites Panic

John Cleese Refuses To Back Down: "Prefers Cultures That Don't Tolerate Female Genital Mutilation"

The Pure Evil of a Wealth Tax

Discomforting Facts about World War II

Who You Gonna Believe: Netflix, or the Evidence?

What Does It Take To Be Middle Class?

Feds Jailed and Fined Husband for Digging Ponds on Own Land; Widow Seeks Relief

Speeding into the Void of Cyberspace as Designed

Washington’s Mighty Warriors: Draft Dodgers and Scoundrels

Microsoft’s ElectionGuard a Trojan Horse for a Military-Industrial Takeover of US Elections

Uncle Sam’s Latest Plan to Spy on Air Travelers

Technotyranny: The Iron-Fisted Authoritarianism of the Surveillance State

A Quick-Start Guide for New Preppers Who Want to be Ready RIGHT NOW

The Worst 2020 Election Interference Will Be Perfectly Legal

Updates on the Lawsuit Against the EPA to Stop Water Fluoridation

Factory-farmed Chickens Responsible for Many Human Infections

The Power of Peppermint: 15 Health Benefits Revealed

The Perils of Modern Medicine - Bill Sardi on sickening and killing patients.

Environmentalism: Evidence Suggests it Was Always and Only About Achieving World Government

Western Supremacy Is On Its Way Out - Paul Craig Roberts

White Peoples and Their Achievements Are Headed for the Trash Bin of History - Paul Craig Roberts

Doug Casey: “This is Going To Be One for the Record Books”

Vicar resigns after being 'silenced' over a Church of England school's plan to keep an eight-year-old pupil's sex change a secret from parents

Empire To Murder Assange

Elon’s “Compelling” New Offer

Envy, Inc.

Young People Are Increasingly Blaming "Climate Change" For Not Saving For Retirement [Funny Meme in this article.]

How Sulforaphane in Broccoli May Benefit Those With Schizophrenia, Autism and Alzheimer’s

Open Letter to President Trump

Has Women’s Liberation Been Worth It?

New Study Finds That Measles Outbreaks Are Occurring In Many VACCINATED Individuals

My Debate With Dr. Adrian Moore of Reason On How Radical We Libertarians Should Be

Family-of-four shun the rat race to live off-grid in a gipsy caravan with no TV, fridge, mains electricity or running water and they say they have never been happier

Swedish schoolgirl who refused to take part in one of campaigner Greta Thunberg's 'climate strikes' is 'bullied by her own teacher' and labelled a 'climate denier'

Socialist Promises

Reigns of Terror - When Portugal was worse than France.

Replacement Revenue … And so much more. Eric Peters on government reaction to electric cars.

Trump Discusses the Military-Industrial Complex … His boss?

Wikileaks: Ecuador is Being Run By “Criminals & Liars.” Assange’s Entire Legal Defense Given To The United States

Roe v. Wade Did Not Legalize Abortion in the United States

How to Survive the Journey Ahead: A Graduation Message for a Terrifying Age

Ron Paul - Violence Against Women Act Does Violence to the Constitution

US school fails Christian student for refusing to say Islamic prayer.

DR MICHAEL MOSLEY: Can electric shocks to your brain give you the memory of a 20-year-old?

Vulnerable man locked in solitary confinement for 10 YEARS: Horrifying case revealed in new report as Health Secretary is finally stung into action

Pilots Confront Boeing: 737 Max Crashes Were NOT Pilot Error

Violent Climate Change is Wet and Cold

Male athlete in female competition denied title.

The growing phenomenon of racially exclusive grad ceremonies

Top 8 Tips to Optimize Your Blood Sugar Level

Drivers Beware: The Deadly Perils of Traffic Stops in the American Police State

Secretive Israeli Company Uses WhatsApp Voice Calls To Install Spyware On Phones

Why Employment Discrimination Laws Are Bad

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and H.R. 5 vs. The Declaration of Independence

How To Manage The Transition From The Current State Of Affairs To Libertarianism

Lenders Don’t “Pay” for Borrower Purchases

Who Should Run the Country?

Can boosting ‘good’ gut bacteria really help with autism? Scientists are cautious, but trying this new approach saw James and Isabel Fisher’s son, Kevin, improve within days

Can YOU crack the code? 230-year old rock inscription mystery prompts French village to launch a £1,750 competition for anyone who can decipher its baffling message

In The Beginning There Was Kosovo
[Why you don't want to join the military, for children born yesterday. Be a missionary instead.]

The Making of a Monster: We’re All Lab Rats in the Government’s Secret Experiments

The Legal Narrative Funnel That’s Being Used To Extradite Assange

Short video clip: “Pompeo: ‘I was the CIA director. We lied, we cheated, we stole’.

The Truth About Dentistry

Identified as Transgender. I Was Powerless to Stop Doctors From Harming Her.

Ocasio-Cortez: Draft ‘All Genders’ for the Military

Jeff Allen, comedian

AMERICAN ENTERPRISE

No Enigma: Vaccines and the Food Allergy Epidemic

The Commuter (and Privacy and Other Things) Tax

Coffee shop run by staff with down syndrome and other special needs opens its third location

Big Tech’s Challenge to Our Humanity

Discrimination and Disparities II

New Cholesterol-Lowering Medications Associated with 25% SEVERE Adverse Effects

CIA Intervention in Venezuela
[Reasons not to join the CIA, for children who were born yesterday]

D Is for a Dictatorship Disguised as a Democracy

Why Isn’t Resveratrol Being Used After Every Heart Attack, & In All Cases of Angina Chest Pain With Or Without Coronary Artery Stent?

Our Former Right to Travel – And How to Reclaim It

Brainwashing Of The US: It’s Taking Place Every Day On A Massive Scale

California to BAN pesticide after scientists said it hurts babies' brains

The First Autonomous Car

Quiet Christian Academic Resisters

China and Russia: Whoopin' Uncle Sam at His Own Game

Confirmed: Sweating Removes Deadly Chemicals From The Body

Think tank sacks leading tax expert, 45, for using 'offensive language' after she tweeted that 'men cannot change into women' in transgender row

A Cancer Cure Has Gotten Out Of Control And Has Spread Beyond The Confines Of Modern Medicine

Doug Casey on Class Warfare

Predator Cops, Guilty of Sex Crimes Against Women and Children, Are a Menace to Society [So if you know any good cops, tell them you appreciate them and tell them why, and bake them something from time to time.]

That First Taste of Freedom

Single father-of-three, 25, who juggles home schooling his two older children while caring for a toddler insists it's 'a joy' that more parents should try

How Fascism Comes to America - Doug Casey

System D: 2.5 Billion People Can’t Be Wrong - Mark Nestmann

Money for Nothing

Once Burned, Twice Shy—Why “Anti-Vaxxers” Are Really “Ex-Vaxxers”

Why One Corporation Can Dictate Measles Policy in America

Real-Life Fascist Advocates Medical Fascism in Real Life

What Christians Face in a Neo-Marxist World Expect hostility to escalate as public discourse dehumanizes religious Americans. 

The Frontlines in the War on Cash

British Columbia Supreme Court Muzzles Father on Gender of Daughter

The Erosion of Everyday Life

Discrimination and Disparities

Childhood Shingles Resulting from Chickenpox Vaccination: “Rare” or Predictable?

British Columbia Supreme Court Muzzles Father on Gender of Daughter

On the Basis of Sex

Why is Maria Butina in Prison?

Deadly Japanese super fungus which is resistant to drugs has killed EIGHT patients in UK hospitals

MEDICAL ALERT: Hospitals Are Releasing Deadly Superbug Fungi Into the Open Air, “Colonizing” the Population With Dangerous Pathogens That Have a 41% – 88% Fatality Rate

Japan Leads the Way: No Vaccine Mandates and No MMR Vaccine = Healthier Children

Jimmy Carter: US ‘Most Warlike Nation in History of the World’

Fox News anchors shut down mention of attacks on churches in France.

'Why is my teenage girl picked on for NOT being gay or trans?' A disturbing look at how teachers and pupils have turned tolerance on its head

The Prosecution Of Julian Assange Is Infinitely Bigger Than Assange

Letter to Mark Zuckerberg

If vaccines do not cause injuries, why has the vaccine injury trust fund paid out $4,061, 322,557.08 for vaccine injuries?

Congressman Writes To Mark Zuckerberg About The Bullying of Individuals Who Discuss Vaccine Injury

Ides and Tides[Funny!] 

The Best Reason to Not Buy Any New Car

Let the Government Do It

Bipartisan Attacks on the Second Amendment[A Ron Paul article!] 

Fractional Reserves and the Fed
[Sapphireslinger: A tough read, but if you put even three-quarters of your mind to it, awesome! So what does it have to do with my daily life? Almost every single day I think about it because I have to do the grocery shopping for my family, and every time I see something I would dearly love to eat, and notice that it is now 4x the price it used to be, in my mind I lay that squarely at the door of whoever is printing up the money supply, but whenever I sigh and say, "Inflation :P" to the clerk, I have not met one person who does anything but stare at me blankly. Anyway back to fruit, I remember when durian cost 30-something (TWD, not USD, LOL) a jin and how one year I refused to buy it when it went up to 40-something a jin, and today it is 139 a jin. Yes, the Fed is responsible for me not having durian to eat, and so am I for not finding a way to step outside that game. 

So why read the article? What can I do about it? So that (1) when I hear about the State of Texas thinking about making it's own gold-backed currency, I realize what a huge deal that would be ... so that (2) I don't contribute to the morass of ignorance that might kill a deal like that ... so that (3) did I ever find a way to use an alternate form of currency in my daily life with impunity, I would do my part to step outside the game, the game beauracrats play with what I think of as my money but in reality is a pile of fiat money, paper that can lose half its power with a flip of the switch on the printing press. 

But I wouldn't even be thinking those things or be ready for those things, if I didn't know what that article was talking about.

So yes, I feel a deep CONNECTION to this article, right in the area of my stomach, every time I see durian no less.]  

The Experiment

Biochemical Engineer Drops Bombshell Facts About Measles & The MMR Vaccine In Washington

Consent – or Else

Families sue New York City over mandatory measles vaccine order: 5 mothers say the emergency order and threat of $1,000 fine is unlawful, antisemitic, and totalitarian

Ocasio-Cortez’s Vision 
[I liked paragraphs 5-7]

The failures of America have occurred precisely when we’ve incorrectly assessed the dangers of government and when we’ve departed from that vision and failed to control or counteract the growth of government power.

If Americans have grown distrustful (cynical) about the operations of corporations, lobbyists, the deep state, the military-industrial complex, and governments, it’s not because of any “intellectually superior attitude”, something some shallow columnist might say. Distrust has real roots in real failings. We’ve failed our Constitution and our Constitution has failed us. We interpreted it loosely and its flaws allowed us to do that, both to our detriment. The Articles of Confederation would have served us well, or a Constitution that made only minor modifications to the Articles. This was not to be, and we must now deal with it as best we can.

Ocasio-Cortez has no remedy for American failures by offering us a much-enlarged government that further abandons decentralized freedom, individual property rights, civic virtue and limited government. America stands no chance of surviving its failures and no chance to regenerate its correct vision by extending marxism further into American life. The alternative is to extend the libertarian vision.

Ocasio-Cortez Is a Marxist:

paragraphs 3-5... 

“Democratic socialism is marxism, and as marxism it condemns private property. It condemns private ownership of capital, or the means of production, which is everything that goes into producing the goods that keep us alive, sheltered, clothed, healthy, fed, entertained, and other such values. In marxism, everyone is called upon to work to the extent they can for a common good or a common pool of goods. One doesn’t work directly for oneself. One doesn’t try to progress, because it gets you nowhere. The more you try to build up your wealth, the more that it’s taken away from you.

Marxism promotes freeloading and shirking. Everyone has an incentive to let others do the work and to draw goods from the common pool. This never works to promote the production of goods. Starvation is the result. Marxism of any type always fails because its incentives are totally perverse.

Imagine working and your pay goes all to the government or the “democracy”. The “democracy” decides what you will get. The “democracy” turns out to be an impossible way to make the countless decisions that have to be made in order to get people to work effectively and economically to produce what other people need, and then to distribute these goods when, where and how to make people happy. The attempts at democracy as a substitute for prices and markets fail. Invariably, a bureaucracy of power-seekers accumulates power and dictates. Marx conjured up such concepts as the “dictatorship of the proletariat”, a kind of democracy of the working class. Instead, every attempt at socialism either fails because it doesn’t deliver the goods, or else it’s transformed into command-and-control by bureaucrats, administrators, managers, politicians, none of whom themselves face the control by those they claim to be feeding, clothing, housing, etc. The consumer is definitely not king in any marxist system.” 

Sleeping is Now a Crime
[What about all those awesome youtubers living in their cars and blogging about it? What about people who can't afford a Tiny House but do just fine in their cars? Even my uncle who has a house will sometimes study and nap in his car in the beautiful outdoors. 

This is what jury nullification is for.]

Israel’s brutal repression of Palestinians has sparked bitter anti-Israel sentiments across Europe.  Not so much in America, where media leans far over to Israel’s side and evangelical Christians have been bamboozled into believing that a Greater Israel is somehow necessary for the Second Coming. (Breaking Our Biggest Taboo)

[This is connected to the false doctrine of pre-mellenialism which says that Jesus got “surpisingly rejected” and failed to set up his kingdom the first time he came, but he will succeed when he returns. Problems: This theory says God is not omniscient nor omnipotent, neither all-knowing nor all-powerful. If he failed the first time, he might fail the second time too. In reality, the Bible says the cross was in the mind of God before he created the world, and the prophets prophesied that he would be rejected. ] 

Open Borders and Strict Libertarian Theory

Advertising, Part II

Putin Thanks Women For Taking Care Of The Home And Staying Beautiful On International Women’s Day (Thanks to Bill Sardi, who wonders if he is living in the wrong country.)

Religious pluralism flourishes in Iran. Yet another reason to leave Iran alone

The Science of Emotional Eating and Food Addiction

.... In her book, Peeke also talks about the role of epigenetics, noting there’s a “sweet spot” between the ages of 8 and 13 when your genome is particularly vulnerable to epigenetic influence.... 

Fortunately, there are solutions to unhealthy junk food cravings. Two of the most effective strategies I know of are intermittent fasting and a cyclical ketogenic diet focused on real, whole foods. These strategies will effectively help reset your body’s metabolism and boost your body’s production of healing ketones, and your cravings for sugar will dramatically diminish, if not vanish altogether, once your body starts burning fat instead of sugar as its primary fuel.

Ideally, for best results, you’ll want to do intermittent fasting and a cyclical ketogenic diet in combination. You can find more information about nutritional ketosis and how to implement a cyclical ketogenic diet in my previous articles “Burn Fat for Fuel,” and “A Beginner’s Guide to the Ketogenic Diet.” For more information about intermittent fasting, see “Top 22 Intermittent Fasting Benefits” ....[Read More] 

Here's Another Wakefield Myth You Can Stop Repeating

How To Earn an Income? What Do You Tell Your Kids?

The federal government’s biggest trick is to tax wage earners in valuable dollars during your income earning years and give it back to you in worth-less dollars in retirement.  It is the mother of all shell games.  The dollar you get back in retirement via a Social Security check looks the same, but it has diminished purchasing power.

If one of your kids became a millionaire via a lottery ticket and received $1,000,000 after taxes in the year 2000 and they hid it under a rock, they would need $5,440,531 to equal the purchasing power of that money today! (2018).  (Data: Inflation Calculator, ShadowStats.com). The true rate of inflation is 6-8% (source: ShadowStats.com) so a worker needs to ask their boss for a 6-8% annual pay raise just to keep up with inflation.  (Nobody ever tells young people this.)..... 

Most doctors don’t earn large incomes any more.  But if they open satellite offices and sell them to young graduate doctors who want to start their own practices, they will earn passive income...[Read more] 

Kiss Your Retirement Savings Goodbye

The Raw Deal The screenshot at the bottom of the page. 

Trump Cancels Report on Civilians Killed by US Drone Strikes

Unvaccinated Children Pose No Risk To Anyone, Says Harvard Immunologist I like the open letter starting in paragraph 15

The American Catastrophe: Drug, Alcohol, And Suicide Deaths Hit RECORD LEVELS

When Bubbles Burst – Tesla, The Everything Cycle and the End of Global Warming I liked paragraphs 12-18

The End of Civil Forfeiture—NOT

What Really Happened in Hanoi?It got really interesting starting with paragraph 7. 

University Professor Condemns The United States Military For Geo-Engineering & Owning The Weather

No Speeding for You!

John Pilger: The prisoner says no to Big Brother

Forced Blood Draws & Implied Consent Laws Make a Mockery of the Fourth Amendment

What Is The Proper U.S. Foreign Policy Regarding Dictators Abroad?

Fatty Liver Disease Is Triggered by Choline Deficiency... more than 100 mg of choline per egg yolk...

Note to The Powers-That-Be: Measles is NOT Ebola!

Can U.S. Soldiers Be Heroes?

Medical Fascism: Mandatory Measles Vaccination Will Cause Certain Cyclical Outbreaks
Make Sure Your Kids Get Measles!

As vaccination programs ramped up, the age of onset shifted from school-age (5-19) to children under 5 years of age.  The CDC report notes that susceptibility of infants younger than age 1 increased due to their mothers who developed weak antibodies from vaccination rather than from a virus encountered in circulation in the population.  Mothers who had higher antibody counts from natural infection transferred immunity across the placenta to their fetus and this immunity lasted until children reached 5-9 years of age, which Dr. Tenpenny says is the desirable time for children to get the measles and develop their own enduring antibodies.

Yes, unvaccinated individuals are more likely to get measles, but they are also most likely to develop life-long immunity, something vaccination doesn’t achieve.  This is why adult measles vaccination is being promoted, to the glee of vaccine makers.

When industry controls government to mandate vaccination, as is now happening, this is out of control fascism.  An overly fearful public can’t see the objective is corporate profits, not health.  Let’s vaccinate the whole world – 7 billion people and then add booster shots.  Then make it a law that kids get vaccinated.  But measles has a 2-to-3-year cycle that will cyclically erupt with measles cases regardless of vaccination.  Dr. Tenpenny says the same cyclical outbreaks will occur every 2-to-5 years for whooping cough (pertussis).  And the outbreaks are all inappropriately being blamed on anti-vaxxers. 

Dr. Tenpenny teaches viral-induced fever is desirable.  Measles can induce fevers of 103-105-degrees F.  Just control fever to 102-degrees F by use of vitamins A & D says Dr. Tenpenny and make sure kids are hydrated.

Dr. Tenpenny says: Measles virus infects different organs, induces a fever and wakes up the immune system (B cells, macrophages) and disseminates immunity to all tissues with accompanying fever at the age appropriate time which is age 7 to 9 years of age.  Fever locks-in membranes in gut, kidneys and the blood brain barrier and teaches the body to activate immunity against “non-self” agents.  She teaches, over time more infants will be susceptible to measles infections at younger ages due to mothers being vaccinated.  

Measles is important for female children to have to protect their own offspring later in life.  Her 21-minute instructional videotape presentation on measles can be viewed on FACEBOOK (if they don’t censor her). Read more... 

Libertarian Views on Immigration (Part II)



Facebook Insider Explains “Deboosting,” “Troll Report,” & Political Targeting – YouTube.

How Government-Guaranteed Student Loans Killed the American Dream for Millions 

“When government-guaranteed checks keep rolling in, there’s no incentive for colleges/universities to lower their prices. In fact they do the opposite.”

Seven Principles of Cancer Treatment

California to Tax Anything & Everything They Can Think Of

HATE CAMPAIGN AS EX-OLYMPIAN SAYS TRANS WOMEN  (i.e., men) SHOULD NOT COMPETE IN WOMEN'S SPORT

The Rise of the Family Kenworth

Pakistan in the Crosshairs of New US Aggression

How (And How Not) To Beat A Smear Campaign

Laurence Vance on Libertarianism

Uber for cleaners

Radiation is Safe Until its Not

Death by Regulation: How We Were Robbed of a Golden Age of Health and How We Can Reclaim It

What is the Correct Libertarian Position on Open Borders? That of Hoppe or Block? ".... with open borders, and full private property rights over every square inch of land, we can have our cake and eat it too ..." 

Gender Neutrality and Communism [FUNNY]

Washington Post Walks Back Smears of Covington Boys After $250M Lawsuit

Gender Neutrality and Communism

Calm Down! Your Freedom of Speech Is Not Under Threat [FUNNY]

Like this one sentence: Making people equal is a far different thing than law treating people equally.

The Decline in Quality is Part of the Cycle

I’m a pediatrician. Here’s what I did when a little boy told me he was a girl 

 * Children Don’t Need ‘Day Care For All,’ They Need Their Mothers

Germany: Stabbings and Other Knife Crimes

... Police and prosecutors had initially tried to conceal from the public that Madou had decapitated the baby, but a commuter — Ghanaian citizen Daniel J., a gospel singer at an evangelical church in Hamburg — who happened to arrive at the subway station moments after the attack filmed the scene on his phone. "Oh my God," Daniel J. can be heard saying in English. "It's unbelievable. Oh Jesus, oh Jesus, oh Jesus. They cut off the head of the baby. Oh my God. Oh Jesus."

Heinrich Kordewiner, a blogger from Hamburg who discovered the video on Daniel J.'s Facebook page, uploaded it to YouTube. Hamburg police subsequently arrived at Kordewiner's apartment with a search warrant, and confiscated his computer, mobile phone and other electronics, allegedly to find "evidence" of the "crime" of uploading the video.

German prosecutors also pursued Gatestone author Stefan Frank for quoting verbatim from the search warrant, which included details of the murder, including that the child was beheaded. The fact of the decapitation was not only omitted from public reports, but also denied. District Attorney Lars Mahnke claimed that "speculation" about the beheading was false. Frank, however, knew about the beheading because it was mentioned in the search warrant. His "crime" was informing the public. The case against Frank was dropped in January 2019 after he agreed to pay a fine of 300 euros ($340).

Police and prosecutors have insisted that their silence about the child's decapitation has been out of respect for the dignity of the dead. Others, however, have accused German authorities of censoring information about growing lawlessness — including spiraling knife violence — to "preserve civil peace." Read More

10 Health Boosting Benefits of Apple Cider Vinegar Tonics

Wake Up, America!

.... Since artificially created rights are just that — artificial — the only way to implement them is through government’s never-fail trump card:  force.  Delusions aside, government is nothing more than a criminal organization held together by the threat of brute force — and actual force, if that becomes necessary.

Political power does, indeed, grow from the barrel of a gun.  Millions of Americans delude themselves about this reality, but the cold, hard fact is that government can do anything it damn well pleases to you, your family, and your property through the threat of force — and, when necessary, the actual use of force.  If you doubt it, I would suggest you check with Roger Stone or Paul Manafort.

Sadly, most people tend to ignore what government’s essentially unrestricted use of force means in real terms.  Their normalcy bias tells them that we have checks and balances in place via our three branches of government, thus a Stalin, Hitler, Mao, Castro, or Maduro could never happen in today’s America.

Alas, they are hopelessly naïve.  Whether it’s Waco, Ruby Ridge, taxation, the silencing of free speech, or the regulation of consenting-adult activities, government force is always the trump card.  Government doesn’t need to be morally, or even legally, correct.  All it needs to be is ruthless, and it has never shied away from meeting that challenge.... Read More


Here’s How You’ll Die When the SHTF (and How to Prevent Your Untimely Demise)

Asking for Trouble [FUNNY]

Work and Libertarianism

A Response to Daniel McCarthy's "Why Libertarians are Wrong"

China and the (supposed) loss of manufacturing jobs? Even a slightly more libertarian US economy, with a somewhat lighter regulatory, tax, and tariff monkey on its back, would walk away not only from China but the rest of the world too. Foreign policy and defense spending? Immediate troop withdrawals and radical reductions in military projection, along with real cuts to the military state. Immigration? Private sponsorship and vetting of immigrants, with legal and financial liability residing with sponsors for a term. Rent seeking and cronyism in industries like Big Pharma? Radically slash regulatory and approval processes, eliminate patents, and let generics flourish. Entitlements? Immediate means testing, coupled with a thirty-year phaseout of benefits and immunity from federal payroll taxes for younger workers. As for Islam, why not worry about what’s killing Christianity instead? Is the rise of modern western welfare states and the abject decline of Christianity just a strange coincidence to McCarthy, or does he understand progressive state religion? A robust Christianity, one that serves as a counterbalance to Islam, can’t exist when it’s in direct competition with the state that has far greater control over education, culture, and resources than any Christian group could ever dream of attaining. Read More

Laws That Make Us Worse Off

Man goes viral with plan to retire to a Holiday Inn

The Public Pension Crisis Is Our Undoing

Iodine Deficiency 2019: The Disaster Continues

Online Censorship: The Cure is Worse than the Disease

The Age of Tyrannical Surveillance: We’re Being Branded, Bought and Sold for Our Data

The 14 Best Vitamins & Supplements for Heart Health

Hate Crime Hoaxes: The Bad and the Good

Gay & trans sex education to be taught to 5 year-olds in UK (and opting out is illegal)

How Can African Elephants Be Protected In A Free Market?

What Is Socialism?

The Threat of Tariffs

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. Exposes Bill Gates & His Relationship With Big Pharma

Psychopathic US Senator Openly Calls For Maduro To Suffer Gaddafi’s Fate

My Battle with the Transgender Thoughtpolice

America: ‘Indispensable Nation’ No More

Tobacco Bans and Marijuana Bans

Toxic Masculinity?

Are we on the road to civilizational collapse?

Child Murder Endorsed by the U.S. Senate

Osteoporosis Is Scurvy Of The Bone, Not Calcium Deficiency

The Longevity Solution

Conscription Equals Slavery: My Time in the Army

The Slavery Commission

A Counter Example to the Economic Law of Downward Sloping Demand? No.

Free Wombs for Men!

Doctor Explains How The HPV Vaccine Is Linked To A Rise In Cervical Cancer Rates

Why a Judge Ruled the Police Have NO DUTY to Protect Citizens

Yes, Moscow Boosts Western Anti-Imperialist Voices. So What?

I Am Trying to Convert This Man to the One True Faith on the Minimum Wage Law

Why Pro-Family Programs in Eastern Europe Drive ... Drive the liberal West Mad

Plunder...It's An American Way of Life

There's a Drugless Cure for Diabetes & Obesity

Nick Sandmann Sues Washington Post

Self-Hating Whites

Laughter a Crime In Scotland






What I've Been Watching









Sapphireslinger Highlights


	Homeschooling, A Free Luxury Education
	Beloved Books (a semi life story)









If you see little squares instead of Chinese, it's because your computer doesn't have  East Asian languages enabled.







Where the content is mine, you may freely quote from my posts. Just please give  credit and a link back.
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